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Beyond Beef ------

Iguana Farms -- Wave of the Future
One of the biggest sources of income in many Latin American countries is beef cattle.  Since they 
require a large amount of grazing land, raising beef cattle often leads to large-scale deforestation.  
In Costa Rica and Panama a group of researchers worked to find practical alternatives that would 
provide food and income without ruining forests.  They came up with iguanas.

“They are ugly, they look prehistoric, and they though of eating them is somewhat repulsive”, Ira 
Rubinoff, director of the Smithsonian Tropical Research Institute, says of green iguanas.  And most 
North Americans would probably agree.  But in Latin American iguanas have been considered good 
eating for thousands of years.  Slow, dull-witted, and heavy with white meat that tastes something 
like chicken, these six-foot lizards have always easily fallen prey to hunters.  It stands to reason 
researchers figured seven years ago, that iguanas would make ideal livestock.  An average of 52 
acres of rain forest is cut down each minute worldwide largely because of the cattle industry’s 
need for pasture land.  But if tree-dwelling iguanas could be domesticated and raised in great 
numbers, they might provide meat to feed their owners (or to be sold for 50-cents-a-pound in the 
marketplace), and leave the trees in place.

Stan Rand, the resident iguana expert, felt that with a little tinkering he could devise an iguana-egg 
incubator that, combined with predator control, would bring down the 96 percent mortality rate of 
iguana eggs.  Indeed, the iguana research project managed to thoroughly domesticate the animal in 
five years, though some thought it would take one hundred.

The practical intuitive approach needed to apply research results to the rain forest proved to be the 
researchers’ forte.  Using supplies that local farmers could easily afford, they virtually eliminated 
juvenile mortality among iguanas.  First they transformed a drainage pipe into a nest; then they 
turned soil-filled Styrofoam ice chests into incubators.  Miraculously, the iguanas caught on to both 
systems right away.  The hatchlings were nurtured in cages until the age of seven months and when 
ready to face the dangers of the wild, were released into a forest range dotted with feeding stations.  
Because female iguanas can lay up to 40 eggs at a time, they were soon reproducing furiously.

The researchers estimated that a community using their methods can now raise 100 iguanas a year, 
at 6.5 pounds each, in 2.5 acres of forest -- more meat per acre than many Latin American cattle 
ranches produce.  The villagers are absolutely enthused about seeing the iguanas multiply and are 
planting trees like mad for new farms.  Nobody burns trees anymore.
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